A Longevity Supplication to Khenchen Namdrol Rinpoche
Yielding Immortality

OM SWASTI!

GYAL KUN TSE CHEN YE SHE GYU TRÜL GAR
The great love of all buddhas—wisdom’s illusory dance—

DUL CHA’I YUL LA TSEN PE’I KUR NANG WA
appears before us, your disciples, adorned with the major and minor marks of perfection.

KA DRIN TSUNG MED KHEN CHEN CHÖ KYI JE
Great Abbot, Lord of the Dharma, your kindness is without compare;

CHÖ KHOR DANG CHEY KAL GYAR ZHUK SOL DEB
please remain for countless eons, continually turning the dharma wheel.

NAM MANG DÖ GYUD GYA TSO’I NEY LA WANG
Master of the myriad sutras and tantras,

YID CHÖD DRUB TA’I CHING WA YING SU DROL
you have released the bonds of philosophical speculation within reality’s expanse.

NGE SANG NYING PO’I RING LÜK SAL DZED PA
In particular, you have clarified the tantra of definite meaning, the Secret Essence.

KYAB CHIG LA MA CHOG KHYOD ZHAB TEN SOL
Supreme Guru, sole refuge, may your life be firm.
Having received the continuous blessings of your kind instructions within our hearts,

may we now please you with perfect practice and be accepted as your disciples throughout all our future lives.

Through the blessings of the lamas, the Three Jewels, and dharma protectors; of the might of the undeceiving truth of reality and its nature; along with the powerful interdependence of our unwavering faith and samaya, may this aspiration be accomplished without hindrance.

In accordance with the request of my dharma friends—with whom I share pure samaya—I, Sogan Tulku, Pema Lodro, a wretched disciple of the Khenchen, wrote this supplication at the dharma center of Orgyen Dorje Den, in the powerful country of America, on the eighth day of Saga Dawa in the Year of the Water Dragon, May 29, 2012.